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Abstract—In this letter we present a design and fabrication framework for soft, underactuated grippers that utilize reconfigurable laminate layers for finger stiffness modulation. The grippers consist of internal flexoskeleton layers, which are hybrid soft-rigid structures composed of a flexible thermoplastic sheet with rigid structures 3D printed directly onto the flexible layer. The flexoskeleton structures are encased in an external silicone skin, which enables smooth and soft contact surfaces between the gripper and objects. We designed the flexoskeleton layers to be reconfigurable through layer sliding, which enables finger stiffness modulation by two methods: 1) continuum stiffness modulation through layer sliding to enable strong overlap gripping, and 2) locking and unlocking of flexoskeleton ridge structures that enable stable grasps without actuation. The gripper designs presented here are extremely easy to design and fabricate and present a template for future soft grippers.

Index Terms—Soft Robot Materials and Design, Underactuated Robots, Grippers and Other End-Effectors

I. INTRODUCTION

UNDERACTUATED grippers present an appealing option for grasping, in which complex objects can be grasped through passive mechanical interaction of the hand with objects. Because of the passive compliance and low number of actuators, underactuated grippers can grasp a wide range of objects with simple control inputs [1], [2]. Recent advances in the design, materials, fabrication, and control of continuum soft robots have enabled new approaches to generate compliant underactuated grippers [3], [4], [5].

Soft-robotic grippers have often taken the form of pneumatically actuated cylinders fabricated from cast silicone [6], [7], [8] or fabric [9], [10]. Soft grippers offer promising grasping abilities thanks to their inherent compliance and continuum actuation. With some additional features and modifications such as programmed chamber sizes [6] or bio-mimetic shapes [11], soft grippers can grasp a variety of objects with considerable lifting force [6]. However, traditional pneumatic grippers often require precise fabrication of the encasing skin and fingers to ensure air-tight seals and uniform rigidity [12]. These pneumatic grippers are often sensitive to wear and puncture when handling objects. Furthermore, the fabrication of traditional pneumatic gripper’s entirely soft body and its air-tightness prevent easy reconfiguration of the gripper itself, since reconfiguration of the mold requires recasting [13]. This raises the manufacturing cost, causes significant delays, and makes online reconfiguration of the gripper challenging.

An exciting direction in soft robotics is modularity and reconfiguration of body structure during usage [14], [15]. For examples, dual-stiffness structures such as sliding layer laminates (SLLs) [16], [17] and origami jamsheets [18] have enabled stiffness modulation in thin structures; variable stiffness mechanisms such as shape memory alloy (SMA) stiffness modulation [19], [20], sliding layer mechanism [21] have been incorporated into soft robots to realize multi-state locomotion. For underactuated soft grippers, reconfigurable mechanisms can be an effective paradigm to enable variable grasping forces and finger geometry within a single soft gripper [22]. For examples, grippers demonstrated in [23], [24], [25] are able to vary the finger stiffness through reconfiguration or input force modulation. As a result of stiffness modulation, these grippers are able to grasp objects with larger contact area, larger gripping force, and controllable finger curvature.

A recently developed hybrid method for 3D printing rigid material onto flexible sheets—flexoskeleton printing [26]—has been developed by these authors. The flexoskeleton process enables inherently flexible mechanisms to be printed on a standard (and low cost) rigid filament fused deposition modeling (FDM) 3D-printer. Rigid filaments are bonded to a flexible thermoplastic sheet during the printing process enabling flexibility from the flexible base layer and rigidity from the filament. Thus, the flexoskeleton process enables a wide control of geometry and rigidity through the FDM printer capabilities. The ease of use and modularity of this process make it an appealing template upon which to create reconfiguring soft grippers.

In this paper, we introduce an underactuated soft gripper made of 3D printed flexoskeleton with reconfigurable ridges and cast silicone skin, as shown in Fig. 1(a). This gripper has two fingers, each made of a 3D-printed flexoskeleton inner structure and encased in a silicone shell as the skin. A 3D-printed palm connects the fingers and a tendon is routed through both fingers and connected to a central pulley and motor to achieve passive compliance and underactuation. The gripper without any reconfiguring mechanism (the default gripper) is able to generate as large as 12N of lifting force with
just one stepper motor, and is able to grab a variety of objects. We introduce a variable stiffness sliding layer mechanisms and a hyperextension grasping mode respectively to enable grasp reconfiguration. Through these mechanisms, the stiffness of the gripper can be modulated to achieve multi-state grasping, and locked ridges can enable high gripping forces without actuation. As a result of these two reconfigurable mechanisms, the gripper is able to produce lifting forces twice as large as the default gripper and achieves better conformability over a broad sets of objects.

II. DESIGN

A. Fabrication

All grippers presented in this paper utilize a common set of design and fabrication methods. The grippers are composed of two main elements, a flexoskeleton inner structure with sliding layers and tendon guides, and a soft silicone exterior. Flexoskeleton structures are generated from a recently developed 3D printing method, which enables rapid fabrication of rigid-flexible structures [26]. We use a Prusa i3 MK3S FDM 3D printer to 3D print an array of rigid vertical ridges (Polylactic acid; PLA filament) atop a heated thermoplastic sheet (Polycarbonate; PC) as shown in Fig. 1(a). The thermoplastic sheet (PC) is adhered to the heated bed with double-stick tape prior to the printing process. When the PC layer is heated to 80-95°C, we observe extremely strong adhesion between the rigid PLA print material and the flexible PC layer (peel strength as large as 15 N/cm [26]). In addition, flexoskeleton components are capable of repeated deformation without significant degradation when the PLA base layer is less than 1 mm [26]. The flexoskeleton printing process allows us to design gripper components that are inherently flexible with rigid structural support, tendon guides, and ridge locking mechanisms from the rigid PLA. Furthermore, the bending stiffness of the flexoskeleton fingers can be precisely controlled by the PLA layer thickness.

The flexoskeleton fingers begin with a base layer of PLA, which is printed entirely over the PC surface. This base layer provides stiffness and support to the flexoskeleton structure. Atop this layer we print a row of vertical ridges that have three functions: 1) they provide structural support to the soft silicone outer layer, 2) they limit the maximum curvature of the finger at prescribed angles, and 3) they provide a tendon guide for actuation. Other components of the gripper are printed from standard rigid 3D printing processes and take only hours to be printed, including sliders, silicone molds, gearbox, and gears for reconfiguring mechanisms. Lastly, we cast a silicone skin using Dragonskin 20 as the soft and compliant exterior. The silicone skin is cast using a 3D printed mold and a stick with rectangular cross section. We do not cast the flexoskeleton finger directly into the silicone mold and instead treat it as a replaceable and reusable silicone skin. A summary of the gripper components are shown in Table I, as well as in Fig. 1(a). The top three components in Table I are used in all grippers while the bottom three components are introduced in later sections for gripper reconfiguration.

![Fig. 1. Overview of the default gripper with no reconfiguring mechanism: (a) fabrication of gripper components, (b) rendered design of components and the assembled default gripper showing underactuated tendon and pulley mechanism, (c) a prototype of the assembled default gripper.](image)

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Palm/Chassis and pulley</td>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>3D printing</td>
<td>2.5 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Molds</td>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>3D printing</td>
<td>4 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicone skins</td>
<td>Dragonskin 20</td>
<td>Casting</td>
<td>4 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Flexoskeleton Fingers</td>
<td>PLA+PC</td>
<td>3D printing</td>
<td>1 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gearbox and gears</td>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>3D printing</td>
<td>1.5 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slider for sliding</td>
<td>PLA+PC</td>
<td>3D printing</td>
<td>20 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 sliders for locking</td>
<td>PLA+PC</td>
<td>3D printing</td>
<td>30 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Components above the horizontal line indicate default gripper components. Below horizontal line are modifications for stiffness changing or locking grippers.
experiments. A gripper unit consists of two fingers that are inserted into a 3D-printed chassis, which serves as the palm of the gripper. A single tendon is connected to the end of each finger and routed across a single pulley, which is connected to a stepper-motor to actuate both fingers. The tendon connecting the two fingers is routed through holes printed into the vertical ridges of the flexoskeleton layer and terminated at the end of fingers, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The tendon is actuated by displacing the pulley, and this mechanism realizes both passive compliance and underactuation [1]. Tendons are Power Pro Fiber Braided fishing line.

After the components are printed, the assembly of the gripper takes less than 20 minutes and does not require significant assembly hardware. Note that printing and assembling of a default gripper takes less than 2.5 hours using only one FDM 3D printer, however this process can be sped up with multiple printers, while all components are reusable. The total cost of raw materials for the default gripper is less than $5.00 ($1.50 2 3D-printed palm and pulley, $0.50 2 3D-printed flexoskeleton fingers, $1.50 3D-printed molds).

The entire process does not require human intervention except at the beginning of casting and the assembly. Thanks to the gripper’s modular design, the fabrication and reassembly of modified fingers takes less than 1.5 hours after the first printing, since the silicone skins, palm and molds are all reusable. Furthermore, all components of the gripper are tolerant to failure thanks to the robustness of the flexoskeleton printing [26].

B. Modeling

To inform our design geometry and aid our analysis, we present here two mathematical models for flexoskeleton grippers.

1) Curvature control through ridge jamming: The vertical structures (ridges) of the flexoskeleton fingers enable grasp force distribution through the silicone skin, but they also act as joint stops for the fingers. To derive the stopping angle of the fingers as a function of ridge geometry, we derive the relationship between the ridge geometry and the jamming angle. This relationship is governed by simple equation generated from the geometry of jammed ridges [26]:

$$\theta r = (b - \theta h) \sin \left(\frac{\theta}{2}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The arc length of the curved finger $b$, the radius of the ridge $r$, and the height of the ridge $h$, govern the maximum bend angle ($\theta$). The parameters are illustrated in Fig. 2(a).

With a desired curvature of the finger, the round ridges can be designed using specified $b, r, h$ to create joint limits that prevents over-curved finger flexion and to design grasp profiles for specific object categories. The round ridges are especially important on fingers, in which reconfigurable sliding layer mechanisms enable high-curvature grasps during an overlap grip. In Fig. 2(b), we show the comparison between our model generated curvature and that observed in experiment. We observe very good agreement between the observed and desired curvature (shown in red dashed lines) of our flexoskeleton structures.

2) Finger Force Modeling: To understand the grasp force capabilities of our fingers and to appropriately determine the flexoskeleton layer thickness, we employ a simple model of tendon-actuated fingers. We treat each middle point of two ridges as a joint, and the other sections as rigid links. The force of the finger can be modeled as a function of both the stiffness of the finger “joints” and the actuation force by equating the input and output virtual power during quasi-equilibrium states [1]:

$$J^T f = T^{-T} t$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where $J$ is the Jacobian of the finger, $f$ is the force output of each phalange, $T$ being the transmission matrix of the tendon-drive actuation, and $t$ being the input torque at each joint. Assuming there is no friction, The flexoskeleton finger is equivalent to the Da-Vinci tendon-driven finger [1], in which case the transmission matrix $T$ and Jacobian $J$ can both be calculated, knowing the length of each phalange and height of each ridge. The equations that derive these matrices can be found in [1].

In our flexoskeleton finger, we treat each flexure between the vertical ridges as a revolute joint. The stiffness of these joints is determined by the bending stiffness of a uniform cantilever beam assuming small angle deflection (less than 10°). The curvature of the finger is assumed to be a 60° uniform arc. As a result, the relation between the thickness of PLA backing layer, force applied to the pulley and the force output at each
joint can be found from Eqn. 2. The force output at the tip of the finger under these setting is plotted in Fig. 3.

### III. PERFORMANCE OF DEFAULT GRIPPERS

We perform three experiments to characterize the stiffness, maximum lifting force, and conformability of our default flexoskeleton grippers without reconfigurable capabilities. Since the purpose of these experiments is to characterize a default gripper without tunable conformability, we choose to use rectangular ridges, so no local finger stiffening occurs throughout the experiments. Meanwhile, these experiments will serve as a metric for comparison with the reconfigurable mechanisms introduced in the next section. The ridge profiles of the default gripper are uniform with parameters $b = 5$ mm, $h = 9$ mm, $r = 0$ mm (rectangular ridges).

We tested the tip-force generation of a single finger in a load-displacement experiment (Fig. 4(a)). The finger is mounted on a fixed chassis, and a tendon is shortened by a stepper motor. A load cell is placed at a distance $d = 60$ mm from the backing layer of the finger, and the end of the finger is $L = 40$ mm from the top of the finger. The finger will push the load cell with a maximum force immediately before the finger slips through the contact and passes the load cell. The maximum tip force is measured on individual fingers with flexoskeleton base layers ranging from 0.2 to 0.65 mm, with and without the silicone skin. The maximum force measured by the load cell shows a linear relation with the thickness of the PLA backing layers, as presented in Fig. 4(b). However, the thickness of the backing PC layer does not have significant effect on the force output. The force output significantly increased with the silicone skin, which indicates the importance of friction in the tip force output in this experiments.

We next measure the lifting ability of the complete two-finger gripper as a function of PLA thickness layer (Fig. 4(c)). We actuate and hold the tendon through a motorized linear stage. The gripper grasps onto a 70mm wide rectangle between the two fingers. This object keeps the contact area and position of the initial grasp constant. We then add weights of increasing mass until eventually the gripper is unable to provide enough lifting force, and the load object fell through. The maximum lifting forces for fingers of different thickness are measured to characterize their ability to lift heavy objects.

Our results from single finger tip, and two finger grasping forces present conflicting results. In single finger experiments, the output tip force increased linearly with flexoskeleton stiffness (PLA thickness), as shown in Fig. 4(b). However, in lifting experiments the peak force of the fingers with 0.5 mm thick backing is approximately 4 times smaller than for those with 0.2 mm thickness backing layer, as shown in Fig. 4(c). This contradiction is because when the weight is applied, the thinner flexoskeleton grippers are able to bend inward, forming a caging curvature and increasing lift strength (shown in Fig. 4(c)). As a result, fingers having thinner backing are able to provide more upward normal force when lifting the load objects of our experiment. In contrast to the beneficial effect of tip curvature from low thickness PLA layers, high stiffness (thicker PLA) flexoskeleton layer grippers also exhibited increasing lifting force. For fingers with a thicker flexoskeleton base layer, the actuation force produces large frictional force against the object, which results in larger lifting forces. Consequently, when the thickness of PLA backing is 0.65 mm, the lifting force rises due to an increase in fingers’ gripping force, as shown in Fig. 4(c).

We then perform grasping tests with common objects that have complex and distinct contours to evaluate the gripper’s grasping performance. We use a default gripper with 0.2 mm backing layer fingers since they have the best conformability and largest lifting force. During the test, the objects are placed in between two fingers as the gripper closes. Fig. 4(d-e) shows a few gripping experiments performed. In general, the presented grasping tests can be characterized into two modes, depending on the object characteristics. For wide contour objects, the entirety of fingers are able to conform around objects and provide enough lifting force with low pressure as in Fig. 4(d); for narrow or high-aspect ratio profile objects, the gripper is able to pinch the objects at its tips as in Fig. 4(e).
IV. RECONFIGURABLE MECHANISMS

While the default grippers explored in the previous section provide high force and are compatible with a wide array of objects, we now seek to explore the reconfigurable capabilities of flexoskeleton grippers. We integrate two separate reconfigurable mechanisms that can be easily customized and fabricated: 1) a sliding layer mechanism that enables differential stiffness modulation, and 2) a ridge locking mechanism that locks both fingers in a closed configuration. These mechanisms both enable multi-state grasping through modulation of stiffness and kinematic motion of flexoskeleton fingers. The following section illustrates how these modulations enable improved lifting performance and additional grasping modes, expanding the potential use of flexoskeleton grippers.

A. Variable Stiffness Sliding Layer Mechanism

In the default gripper, the two fingers are actuated through a differential mechanism with a single pulley, and thus the sequence of finger closing in the absence of contact should be symmetric. However, if we can modulate the differential stiffness of the fingers, then under the same input actuation, the finger having lower stiffness will deform and close more than the stiffer finger. In this section, a method that modulates the passive differential stiffness of the two fingers is implemented by selectively sliding a stiffening flexoskeleton layer to one of the two fingers, thus inducing a differential stiffness between fingers.

To produce a variable stiffness change in the finger, we incorporate a 3D-printed 0.8 mm thick sliding layer into the 0.2 mm backing layer finger. The sliding layer is printed using the flexoskeleton process and serves as a flexible rack, with PLA teeth printed atop the flexible thermoplastic sheet(PC). A rectangular hole within the ridges forms a central channel that enables free translation of the sliding layer along the length of the fingers. The flexoskeleton ridges here serve multiple purposes: 1) they provide structural support for the silicone skin, 2) they limit finger bending through jamming, and 3) they enable free movement of the sliding layer within the central channel in the ridges. By varying the sliding layer displacement between the fingers, the stiffness differential of opposing fingers can be continuously modulated. The flexoskeleton slider is printed as a flexible rack and a complementary pinion is attached to a gearbox with gear ratio of 1.86, which is ultimately connected to a servo motor (Inset in Fig. 5(a)). Once again, the flexoskeleton printing process enables easy fabrication of the flexible rack and pinion mechanism in less than 2 hours.

In Fig. 5(a), we show the flexoskeleton sliding mechanism within the fingers and the actuator within the chassis of the gripper. Layer sliding is driven by a servo motor, and the sliding layer is able to slide in between both fingers, modulating the stiffness differential as follows: the stiffness difference between two fingers is maximum when the sliding layer is at 0% or 100% of one finger (measured as fraction of finger length), while the stiffness is balanced when the sliding layer is at 50% layer displacement. As a result, this reconfigurable gripper is able to perform overlap grips and symmetric grasping according to the position of the sliding layer. As an example of the extreme capabilities of differential stiffness, we show an overlap grip in Fig. 5(c). We hypothesize that in addition to the substantial increase in lifting force, the new grasping mode—overlapping grip—will enable firm grasping for smaller objects. This accommodation for the geometry of objects by adding only one degree of freedom (one servo motor) is an approach for soft fingers similar to the joint angle stiffness control for rigid fingers. The added grasping mode, however, is a novel path of variable stiffness mechanism, absent in most variable stiffness gripper such as [23], [24], [25].

We first characterize the increase in the finger tip force that results from layer sliding in a single flexoskeleton finger. A single silicone-encased flexoskeleton finger with a sliding layer inserted (Fig. 6(a)) is used to perform the same gripping force experiment. With the same setup conducted for the default gripper, we now vary the percent of layer inserted instead of varying the backing layer thickness. As the result, the gripping force increase observed was more than twice as large as the minimum stiffness (0% inserted sliding layer), as shown in Fig. 6(a). The gripping force difference between the left and right fingers is then calculated from these experiments and is presented in Fig. 6(b).

Next, we test the hypothesis that overlapping grasps enable larger lifting force from the two-finger gripper. We perform maximum lifting force experiments using a rectangular block and incremental loading as described in the default gripper section. A maximum lifting force of 21N is observed in the overlap gripping mode, which is almost twice as large.
as the maximum lifting force for symmetric configurations (Fig. 6(c)). The overlap gripping mode has a much larger lifting force compared to the symmetric gripper. We hypothesize that grasp reconfiguration enables different shapes and types of objects to be held. We tested three objects with distinct characteristics: 1) object with medium radius (flask: 56g, ø5.4cm), 2) object with small radius and unbalanced weight (banana: 165g, ø3.5cm), and 3) a narrow object with low profile (keychain: 70g). The success rate of grasping a banana and keychain, as shown in Fig. 6(c), differs significantly from the overlap to symmetric gripping modes. This suggests the overlap gripping mode performs better for small and round objects by conforming their narrow shape better. The symmetric mode performs well for objects with low profile and unbalanced weight by pinching. Both modes perform well for relatively large and round objects.

B. Hyperextension Motion and Ridge Locking Mechanisms

In this last section, a different method of reconfiguration is explored, where a sliding flexoskeleton layer is used to lock the fingers in a closed state through jamming of the flexoskeleton ridges (Fig. 7(a)-(d)). This grasping method requires that the unactuated state of the gripper be in the closed position (which in previous sections had to be actuated to be achieved). Thus, we design our silicone skin such that the resting configuration is in the fingers closed position. Thus, the silicone skin provides a resisting elastic force to gripper opening. We use tendon-actuated hyperextension of the fingers to open the grasp, elastic restoring force of the skin to close the grasp, and a ridge locking mechanism to lock the grasp for high lifting force production.

Inspired by granular jamming that stiffens the finger and provides larger lifting force [23], we propose a ridge locking mechanism to achieve high grasp forces through locking of flexoskeleton ridges. The curved silicone with thickness of 2mm causes the fingers to passively close around grasps with a neutral radius of 20mm. The mold and the cured pre-curved silicone shell is shown in Fig. 7(e). This arc-shaped silicone shell is chosen because when installed, 1) this silicone shell has an end that curves up, so when holding an object the fingers form a caging shape that provides significant upward normal force; 2) the root of this silicone shell is perpendicular to the chassis, so the root of flexoskeleton fingers inside are not bent there. Since the default dynamic grasping state is closed, the fingers now have to be actuated to open. To achieve hyperextension actuation, the flexoskeleton ridges face away from the grasp direction, shown in Fig. 7(a), so the tendon through ridges provides moment that opens up the finger. Hyperextension actuation and ridge locking enable the gripper to grasp objects without power input; its gripping force comes completely from the deformation of curved silicone skins (note there is no differential actuation in this motion).

As shown in Fig. 7(b), an asymmetric ridge profile with parameters \( b = 5 \text{ mm}, h = 9 \text{ mm} \) is introduced on the flexoskeleton finger, along with a lower ridge profile with parameters \( b = 5.2 \text{ mm}, h = 5 \text{ mm} \) on a flexoskeleton slider that slides inside the finger. Both ridge profiles are constructed by using two 45 degree angled segments with two circular caps on each end, as shown in Fig. 7(c). The flexoskeleton ridges are similar to the sliding layer design, in which a central channel enables layer sliding. The ridges are locked when tendon 1 pulls the slider in between the flexoskeleton finger, and unlocked when tendon 2 is pulled, as presented in Fig. 7(c). This locking mechanism is incorporated with hyperextension motion but not the previous two, because it will stiffen the finger when bent in the ridge direction, but not bending in the PC layer direction. A concept hyperextensive gripper with this ridge locking mechanism is shown in Fig. 7(a) and the locking flexoskeleton layers are photographed in Fig. 7(b). Note that only the front half of the finger is needed to be unlocked for the gripper to open to release objects.

With this hyperextension and ridge locking design, fingers are able to be locked in the curved grasping configuration, which is expected to increase the gripping force. The control sequence of the gripper involves: 1) actuation of the hyperextension tendon to open up the grasp, 2) releasing the hyperextension tendon to close the grasp, and 3) actuation of locking tendon (tendon 2) to lock the grasp. When the grasp is to be released, we actuate an antagonistic tendon that releases the locking (Fig. 7(d)). Thus, the ridge locking grippers require a main actuator to open and close the grasp and additional actuators to open and close the ridge locking mechanism.

To examine the grasping capabilities of ridge locking fingers, we measured the force-displacement of individual fingers. A constant displacement motion is applied to the finger, which
acted against a load cell. The load cell generated an opening force against the grasp, and the blocking force of the load-cell is measured during pullout (Fig. 8(a)). The reaction forces of unlocked and locked fingers are plotted in Fig. 8(b). With the ridge locking mechanism enabled, the blocking force of the finger reaches almost three times the blocking force of the unlocked finger when displaced 2 cm from their equilibrium. The locking takes effect on the stiffness of the finger when it is displaced around 0.8 cm, from which point the stiffness of the locked finger increases and deviates from that of the unlocked finger. Thus, the ridge locking effect requires modest displacement to be engaged. This makes sense since the locking effect is not induced by any external pressure, but instead it is a result of grip loading, causing the finger to displace and engage ridge locking.

To evaluate the grasping performance of ridge locking fingers, the lifting force of a two-finger gripper is measured by establishing a grasp between the gripper and a circular test-load. We increase the load until eventually the grasp failed and the load slipped through the fingers. A significant increase in lifting force is observed from the ridge-locked fingers as shown in Fig. 8(c). The ridge locking gripper is capable of a lifting force as large as the force from the actuated default gripper with 0.2 mm backing layer fingers.

To examine the effect of ridge jamming on grasp success rate, we examined the lifting performance of a ridge locking gripper lifting a round object with relatively large radius and mass (776.7g, ø7.5cm). When the ridge locking is not engaged, the gripper has a low success rate of lifting and grasping; however, consistent with our force measurements, the gripper with ridge locking engaged has a high success rate (Fig. 8(c)). Compared to the default gripper, the ridge jamming design is actuated in hyperextension and is capable of almost as large a lifting force as the default gripper. Actuation through hyperextension may be well suited to grasping delicate objects since the grasping force is provided by the passive elasticity of the skin. However, actuation through hyperextension is also a limitation of this design in that grasp force cannot be controlled, potentially limiting the range of object shapes that can be grasped.

V. Conclusions

This paper presents an underactuated robotic gripper that uses sliding-based reconfiguration that can change grasping modes through differential stiffening or ridge locking. A new fabrication process, flexoskeleton printing [26], is central to the rapid and easy fabrication of hybrid flexible and rigid structures. Flexoskeleton printing enables precise control of rigid material geometry deposited (and securely bonded) to a flexible thermoplastic backing layer. Gripper design and fabrication using these methods can be accomplished in short time and uses low-cost 3D printers and materials.

To explore the capabilities of flexoskeleton printed fingers we developed several implementations of underactuated grippers capable of: 1) default symmetric grasping, 2) overlap grasping through differential stiffness, and 3) ridge locking hyperextension grasping. Each design has its own advantages and disadvantages. The gripper with a central sliding layer mechanism is more suitable when target objects have relatively large geometry variation as this system can change gripping configuration. The overlap gripping mode is able to handle objects that are heavy (as large as 24N), small, or thin in cross section, and the symmetric grasping mode is able to handle objects that are flat (near 2D geometry) or large (more than 100 mm long), etc. However, the gripper with ridge locking is more suitable when target objects are delicate, since grip closure is not actuated by tendon; instead, the grasping force comes entirely from the passive stiffness of the material and the ridge jamming. This means the object will not be squeezed or pinched with force more than necessary for holding the object.

In the current implementation, these two reconfiguring mechanisms can not be combined into a single gripper. However, in this study we have introduced and explored the capabilities of flexoskeleton based grippers and future implementations may be able to combine multiple capabilities from...
these designs. We envision that the versatility of flexoskeleton printing will enable a diversity of future grippers using 3D printed, compliant mechanisms.
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